Dr Phil’s Health Revolution combines the themes of how to live and die well, and how to survive the NHS and help it survive.

Phil Hammond - NHS doctor, BBC broadcaster, Private Eye journalist and whistle-blowing comic – combines both of his 2016 sell-out ★★★★★ Edinburgh fringe shows in one unforgettable evening. Laugh, sort your life out, stay sane, plan your death and save the NHS - all in only 99 minutes.

‘If Dr Phil were a medicine, you should swing him by the litre.”
THE TIMES ★★★★

“One of the most entertainingly subversive people on the planet.”
The Guardian

“Hugely enjoyable, well crafted, poignant stand up”
Broadway Baby 2016 ★★★★★

“Hammond is a passionate rabblerouser and impressively positive... the perfect health secretary”
Fest Magazine 2016 ★★★★★

“Very funny, honest, clever and moving. Passionate about the NHS”
Dr Clive Peedell, Founder National Health Action Party

Dr Phil Hammond is an NHS doctor working in chronic fatigue, an investigative journalist for Private Eye, a BBC Radio Bristol presenter, comic and author of ‘Staying Alive, How to get the Best from the NHS’ and ‘Sex, Sleep or Scrabble?’

Phil has appeared on Have I Got News for You, Jack Dee’s Helpdesk, The News Quiz, The Now Show, Question Time, Trust Me, I'm a Doctor, Long Live Britain, The One Show and Countdown.

Thurs 13th July 2017

Doors 7.30pm for 8.00pm show

St Margaret’s Hall, Bradford on Avon, BA15 1DE

Tickets £15/£12 (concs) www.bathcomedy.com 0800 411 8881